
LUMAJANG, Indonesia: Indonesia’s Mount Semeru
erupted Sunday spewing hot ash clouds a mile into the
sky and sending rivers of lava down its side, sparking
the evacuation of nearly 2,000 people exactly one
year after its last major eruption killed dozens.

The eruption of the highest mountain on Indonesia’s
main island of Java, around 800 kilometres (500 miles)
southeast of capital Jakarta, prompted authorities to
raise the alert status to the highest level. “Hot ava-
lanches” caused by piles of lava at the tip of the 3,676-
metre (12,000 feet) volcano slid down after the erup-
tion, National Disaster Mitigation Agency (BNPB)
spokesperson Abdul Muhari said in a statement. The
increased threat level “means the danger has threat-
ened the people’s settlement and the volcano’s activity
has escalated”, Volcanology and Geological Disaster
Mitigation Center (PVMBG) spokesperson Hendra
Gunawan told broadcaster Kompas TV.

No casualties or injuries were reported immediately
after the eruption but Gunawan warned nearby resi-
dents not to travel within eight kilometres (five miles)
of the crater after the threat level was raised to four.

The BNPB said 1,979 people were taken to 11 shel-
ters, with at least 6 villages affected by the eruption.

Images on local TV showed evacuees, mostly
women and children, taking shelter in a school. Videos
shared with AFP by local rescue group Irannala
Rescue showed a huge black cloud rising from the vol-

cano’s crater, engulfing the sky and blocking the sun in
nearby villages. The villages were being battered by
monsoon rains by the afternoon and the rainfall was
mixing with volcanic ash, according to Kompas.
Residents were also told to avoid a southeastern area
13 kilometres (8 miles) along a river in the direction
where the ash was travelling.

“A lot of people have started to go down,” Thoriqul
Haq, the local administration chief for Lumajang, where
the volcano is located, told Kompas TV. Most residents
in the two most-threatened villages have evacuated
themselves, said Patria Dwi Hastiadi, spokesperson of
the Lumajang Disaster Mitigation Agency. Japan’s
weather agency had earlier warned that a tsunami was
possible in the southern islands of Miyako and
Yaeyama in Okinawa prefecture, Kyodo news agency
reported, but the country’s meteorological agency said
no significant tidal changes were observed.

‘It’s getting dark’ 
The internet in the area around Semeru was cut and

phone signals were patchy after the eruption, accord-
ing to an AFP journalist. The local rescue agency dis-
tributed free masks to the public because of the threat
of polluted air to vulnerable residents.

As rescuer Gunawan, who has the same name as the
PVMBG spokesperson, filmed clouds above him in
East Java after the eruption, a video showed the sky

quickly turning to black as a colossal plume of ash
engulfed any light. “I’ve promised you, we won’t miss it
again,” he told residents in a local Javanese dialect,
appearing to refer to last year’s eruption before flick-
ing a peace sign to the camera. Another rescuer filmed
an ominously dark scene outdoors at midday, which
could have been midnight.

“It’s getting dark, bro,” he said to the camera, as a
seismograph whistled in the background. Mount
Semeru last erupted exactly one year ago, killing at
least 51 people and damaging more than 5,000 homes.

The disaster left entire streets filled with mud and
ash that swallowed houses and vehicles, with nearly
10,000 people seeking refuge.

A bridge that connects two districts in the area that
was being rebuilt after last year’s eruption was heavily
damaged again on Sunday, according to a PVMBG
media officer. Semeru’s alert status had remained at its
second-highest level since its previous major eruption
in December 2020, which also forced thousands to flee
and left villages covered.

Indonesia sits on the Pacific Ring of Fire, where the
meeting of continental plates causes high volcanic and
seismic activity. The Southeast Asian archipelago
nation has nearly 130 active volcanoes. A volcano in
the strait between Java and Sumatra islands erupted in
late 2018, causing an underwater landslide and tsunami
that killed more than 400 people. — AFP
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No casualties or injuries reported after eruption

LUMAJANG, Indonesia: Villagers watch hot smoke from the ground following Mount Semeru’s volcanic eruption in Lumajang, East Java on December 4, 2022. — AFP

Indonesia’s Mount Semeru volcano erupts

Police violence 
soars in Venezuela
CARACAS: For Maria Eugenia Segovia, reports of
rising deaths at police hands in Venezuela carry a
painfully personal face. Pointing to a bullet hole in a
window of her house in a Caracas neighborhood,
she blames a policeman for the death of her 11-year-
old granddaughter, Yadimar Sierra.

While the policeman said he was firing at a sus-
picious “shadow,” 54-year-old Segovia said he fired
“directly at the girl” as she slept on November 13. A
bullet pierced a window grill, shattered the glass,
then struck Yadimar in the back of the head.

The case is one of a growing number being
blamed on the authorities in crisis-ridden Venezuela.
Official numbers are hard to come by, but the
Venezuelan Violence Observatory, an non-govern-
mental group, says it has documented more than
700 deaths at police hands just in the first half of
the year. Segovia said she furiously confronted the
police officer and his companion, shouting, “You
shot the girl, you shot my granddaughter!” “They
turned and ran away,” she added. Five people were
arrested in connection with the shooting, according
to police, but a spokesman for the prosecutor’s
office said there was “no confirmation that they are
police officers.”

Shifting violence 
Human rights groups say there were as many as

4,000 extrajudicial executions carried out in 2020
and 2021 during anti-crime operations, which they
say amounts to state-sanctioned murder. In a
broader climate of impunity, cases like Yadimar’s-
blamed on individuals or small groups of police not
necessarily operating under orders-can also occur,
said Roberto Briceno Leon, director of the
Venezuelan Violence Observatory.

Increasingly, he added, the prime source of vio-
lence is shifting from criminals to the police, so that
in many parts of the country, “the police are the
cause of more victims and deaths than the criminals
themselves.”

Neighbors and relatives of Yadimar, who was in
the sixth grade, say police had been aggressively
searching for a young man in the area, and that resi-
dents came out to complain. At that point, the offi-
cers, who Segovia says were agents of the
Directorate of Military Counterintelligence, called
for reinforcements and then entered her street with
guns blazing.

Other witnesses said the police had been drink-
ing before the incident. Yadimar’s relatives have filed
a complaint with the prosecutor’s office, demanding
justice and calling for “more control” over the forces
of order.

“We cannot be more afraid of them than we are
of the street itself,” said Yuleimy Valencia, 34, one of
Yadimar’s cousins. The United Nations has
expressed concern about the police operations,
while the prosecutor’s office has rejected claims of
impunity, saying that 358 security officials have
been convicted of human rights violations. But the
NGO Cofavic estimates that “98 percent of human
rights violations are not investigated.”

“Why did you leave us, Yadimar? Why, friend, did
you leave? Fly high!” reads a poster pasted on the
wall of the girl’s house. Well-wishers have left flow-
ers and white balloons. Yadimar was charismatic and
full of joy, her grandmother and cousin said.—AFP

Iran: Almost 
three months of 
hijab protests
PARIS: The death of 22-year-old Mahsa Amini follow-
ing her arrest and alleged assault by Iran’s notorious
morality police almost three months ago sparked the
biggest protests in the Islamic republic in years.

Women and girls have led the charge against com-
pulsory headscarves. A general in Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps has said more than 300
people, including security force members, lost their
lives in the protests.

The Oslo-based Iran Human Rights group gives a
toll of at least 448 people “killed by security forces”.
Here is a timeline of the events:

* Sept. 13: Amini’s arrest 
Amini is visiting Tehran with her family when she is

detained by the Gasht-e Ershad (Guidance Patrol), the
police unit that enforces strict dress rules for women,
including the mandatory hijab or headscarf.

She is rushed to hospital later that day. Police claim
she “suddenly suffered a heart problem”. CCTV
footage from the police station appears to show her
collapsing.

* Sept. 16: death 
After three days in a coma, Amini is declared dead.
Rights activists say she suffered a fatal blow to the

head while in custody, a claim echoed by a relative of
Amini living in Iraq, but denied by officials.

President Ebrahim Raisi orders an inquiry.

* Sept. 17: first protests
Amini is buried in her hometown of Saqez in

Kurdistan province of northwest Iran. Police use tear
gas after some residents demonstrate.

In the following days, the hashtag #Masha_Amini
clocks up more than one million tweets, including
many videos of Iranian women cutting their hair to
protest her death. Demonstrations break out at several
universities in Tehran.

* Sept. 20: first deaths 
Three people are reported killed during protests in

Kurdistan province.
Videos posted on social media show women

removing their veils and chanting “Woman, life, free-
dom” or “Death to the dictator”, a slogan directed at
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Iran’s supreme leader.

* Sept. 22: social media muzzled 
Iran blocks access to Instagram and WhatsApp, the

two platforms most widely used in Iran. It imposes
drastic restrictions on internet access.

The US places the morality police on its sanctions
blacklist.

* Sept. 23: counter-demonstrations 
Thousands take part in pro-hijab counter-demon-

strations in Tehran and other cities, in response to a
call from the authorities. On September 25, Raisi vows
“decisive action” to end the anti-hijab protests. A day
later, more than 1,200 protesters are arrested.

* Oct. 3: Khamenei accuses US 
Khamenei accuses arch-foes the United States and

Zionist entity of fomenting the unrest.

* Oct. 8: death by illness 
An official medical report concludes Amini’s death

was caused by illness, due to “surgery for a brain
tumour at the age of eight”, and not police brutality.

Activists hack a state television live news broad-
cast, superimposing crosshairs and flames over an
image of Khamenei.

* Oct. 15: prison blaze 
A fire erupts during clashes at Tehran’s notorious

Evin prison, where hundreds of those detained during
the demonstrations are being held. The blaze kills eight
inmates, according to authorities.

* Oct. 26: mass rally in Amini’s hometown 
Crowds pour into Amini’s hometown to pay tribute

at her grave to mark the end of the traditional 40-day
period of mourning. As protests break out, Iranian
security forces open fire on the crowd.

* Nov. 13: first death sentence 
A Tehran court hands down the first death sentence

over the protests to a demonstrator accused of “cor-
ruption on earth”, one of the most serious categories
of crimes in Iranian law.

* Nov. 15: strike 
Protesters hold strikes and demonstrations to mark

three years since a deadly crackdown on unrest
sparked by a fuel price hike in 2019 — the last time
Iranians took to the streets in large numbers.

* Dec. 4: morality police scrapped
“Morality police have nothing to do with the judici-

ary and have been abolished,” Attorney General
Mohammad Jafar Montazeri is quoted as saying by the
ISNA news agency. — AFP

TOULOUSE, France: A protestor waves the Iranian flag
during a rally in support of the demonstrations in Iran,
in Toulouse, south-western France. Iran has scrapped
its morality police after more than two months of
protests triggered by the arrest of Mahsa Amini for
allegedly violating the country’s strict female dress
code, local media said on December 4. — AFP


